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#NETWORK 
SECURITY
Seeing 20/20 on AV  
Network Security
THE AV INDUSTRY started this decade 
focused more than ever on AV/IT conver-
gence. In 2020 and beyond, the industry will 
see AV continuing to mature in the IT space.

This maturation process will make it 
increasingly important for integrators to 
possess deeper network understanding. 
They will need to speak the language of 
network managers and IT personnel in 
order to adhere to the customer’s network 
policies and to address a variety of concerns 
and challenges when integrating solutions.

One concern looms larger than others: 
network security. In fact, customers are 
asking about it every day. 

Preparing for these discussions might 
feel like uncharted waters; however, it’s 
very similar to the challenge integrators 
faced when introducing VoIP technology in 
the last decade.

Much like VoIP, network security is a 
discussion that needs to happen before 
integrators even step in the door and start 
installing equipment. IT relies on integra-
tors to advise them not only on what the 
equipment does and how it works, but also 
how to isolate, provision, or secure every AV 
component on the network. 

This is especially true for cloud and IoT 
technology. The past few years have been 
full of exciting innovation and growth for 
IoT, resulting in new solutions that grant 
unprecedented levels of insight, capabilities, 
and interoperability between all manner of 
devices, platforms, and systems.

What’s even more thrilling is that we are 
only on the cusp of realizing the possibilities 
of this technology. Among IT departments, 
however, there is some nervousness and 
reluctance as more and more devices are 
plugged into the network.

IT’s priority is to ensure that these 
devices can’t be hacked and don’t compro-
mise network security. 

To address this arising concern, the 
industry will see more manufacturers 
develop devices around technology such 
as IEEE 802.1X authentication. The 802.1X 

protocol prevents unauthorized devices 
from accessing the network and is widely 
adopted across IT products of all types, 
including printers, VoIP phones, and com-
puters.

Its introduction into the AV space is 
only in its infancy, but 802.1x and other 
standards like it will allow customers to 
plug AV devices into the existing security 
architecture going forward. For IT adminis-
trators, these security measures will offer 
peace of mind.

The AV industry has come a long way 
from the days when it was comprised of 
isolated analog devices. Now that these 
devices live on the network and involve 
switching packets or transmitting data, 
they’re susceptible to the same attacks as 
standard IT equipment.

The risks that once plagued only a server 
or desktop computer now threaten video 
switchers and DSPs. The new decade will 
continue to present the same challenges 
or threats to the pro AV space that IT has 
shouldered for years. 

As technology evolves and more devices 
are added to the network and accessed 
from the cloud, security will no longer 
be the concern of AV or IT, but a global 

technology concern. This is why security 
is—and has to be—a crucial pillar of AV 
moving forward.

Manufacturers are becoming aware of 
these threats and learning how to protect 
against them. In turn, integrators need to 
ensure they are following IT best practices, 
such as updating passwords and firmware 
regularly, as well as monitoring AV systems 
for any possible network risks.

Security may signal a forthcoming 
decade with a complex AV landscape, but it 
also holds the promise of a richer and more 
extraordinary AV experience.

By Daniel Reed, Biamp product manager for 
conferencing solutions, and Chris Reed, Biamp 
product manager for crowd mics and SageVue 
›› @Biamp, #IT, #Security #ProAV, #VoIP

#AV 
DISTRIBUTION
AV Distribution Trends for 
the Next Decade
As 2019 comes to an end and we head into 
a new year, we find ourselves reflecting on 

IT’s priority is to ensure that these devices can’t be hacked and don’t compromise network security. 
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the various pro AV advances made over the 
past 10 years and predicting what we can 
expect from the next 10 to come.

There have been countless trends over 
the past decade that have changed the way 
integrators do business, but which technol-
ogies can we expect to carry through into 
2020 and beyond? 

While integrator demand for latency 
reduction and seamless switching con-
tinues to grow, the use of real-time video 
in commercial AV has created a need for 
next-generation IP-based video solutions 
with advanced functionality beyond just 
static AV, as well as a more simplified 
installation experience.

AV over IP isn’t necessarily a new trend 
to the AV market, but it’s a growing one 
due to its nearly limitless benefits, such 
as flexibility and expandability. AV over IP 
systems offer installers the ability to man-
age, transmit, and receive virtually lossless 
audio/video signals and control hundreds of 
devices over a local network.

Some of the most intuitive systems 
include a simplified user interface with 
features such as a drag-and-drop option 
for uploading photos and messages to the 
on-screen display and provide the ability to 
scale media up to 4K or down to 720p; all 
desirable features for both residential and 
commercial AV installers.

With AV over IP solutions, everything 
from monitoring, diagnostics, and system 
checks are done in the cloud.

We’re also seeing that integrators are 
becoming more and more interested in AV 

over IP solutions as they relate to voice 
control.

As the average consumer becomes more 
accustomed to controlling every aspect of 
their home via mobile apps and voice com-
mand, they are starting to not only desire, 
but expect the same level of convenience in 
the workplace and other commercial spaces 
such as hotels, restaurants, etc.

This rising demand for efficiency has 
gained popular attention from manufactur-
ers who have started to integrate features 
such as voice command into their products, 
and as a result, integrators are incorporat-
ing the technology into their commercial 
installations.

The growth of voice control technol-
ogy has made its way into distributed AV 
systems, creating a whole new market of 
opportunity for today’s dealers and inte-
grators to better serve customers and grow 
their business.

This trend has resulted in new expecta-
tions for the entire system to support and 
work seamlessly with popular voice control 
platforms, such as Amazon Alexa and Goo-
gle Assistant.

What we’ve learned from our dealers is 
that having the option for voice command 
in the products they use is becoming just as 
imperative as simple setup and easy to use 
web interfaces.

Emerging technologies such as voice 
control, are providing dealers with a wider 
variety of profitable business opportunities 
making it a trend we expect will advance in 
2020 and beyond.

By Aaron Rozanski, director of distribution 
markets, Vanco International
›› #Distribution, #Alexa, @Google, #AVoIP, 
@Vanco1AV

#AUTOMATION
Automated Bartending 
Machine ‘TendedBar’ Means 
No More Waiting in Line for 
Alcohol
In case you hadn’t noticed, there’s a lot of 
alcohol consumed after AV trade shows 
close up shop for the night. And, as you 
might imagine, these thirsty AV trade show 
and conference attendees have come up 
with a better way to make sure they don’t 

have to wait to enjoy the perfect cocktail 
after a long day on the floor.

It’s called TendedBar, an automated bar-
tending machine with a touchscreen.

TendedBar is targeted at “high-volume 
venue[s],” with the promise of “providing 
‘better drinks, faster’ through the use of 
22-inch Android touchscreens from Elo.

“The machine quickly pours cocktails, 
beer and wine with the ease and intuitive 
use of a self-service touchscreen,” accord-
ing to an Elo announcement.

At an August event at VyStar Veterans 
Memorial Arena, the line to interact with 
TendedBar was never longer than three 
minutes, with an average “order to drink” 
time less than 30 seconds, the announce-
ment says. That could mean those free 
drink tickets run out a lot faster.

How TendedBar Works
Tended Bar’s automated bartending 
machine technology:

�  Brings speed and precision to the 
ordering process, which has led to an 
uptick in beverage sales;

�  Provides the ability for quick-pick menus 
customized to the particular teams 
playing or music artists performing;

�  Monitors the number of drinks ordered 
per person, cutting off a patron before 
they’re overserved;

�  Eliminates waste that comes from tradi-
tional bartending’s overpouring or spills;

�  And reduces labor costs with staff reallo-
cated to serve customers in other ways.

›› @EloTouch, #AVTweeps, #Alcohol

The use of real-time video in commercial AV has 
created a need for next-generation IP-based 
video solutions with advanced functionality 
beyond just static AV.

TendedBar is targeted at “high-volume ven-
ue[s],” with the promise of “providing ‘better 
drinks, faster.’ 


	



